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Mildred S Dresselhaus

Mildred was very interested in the properties 
of materials – particularly in how they behaved 
when electricity or heat passed through them. 
She asked lots of questions about how we might 
change materials to give them different properties. 
Mildred decided to focus her work on carbon 
because nobody else was investigating it at the 
time.

Mildred developed techniques to create unique 
samples of materials, particularly carbon, that were 
only one atom thick; she designed and carried out 
tests to see how those materials behaved. Mildred 
made accurate measurements and reported her 
data, drawing conclusions about what she had 
discovered. Mildred’s conclusions made her think 
of even more questions and she made further 
predictions about how materials might behave 
differently if she made more changes. She created 

Mildred S Dresselhaus, a Polish-Jewish immigrant, was born in the Bronx 
in 1930 during the Great Depression. Her family, having fled from Poland, 
worried about the tensions with the Nazi Party in Germany and the rising 
anti-Jewish attitudes in the region at the time. 

As a child she read National Geographic magazines and developed a love of 
science. She was also a talented musician who won free violin lessons which 
allowed her to meet some more wealthy and advantaged New York families. 
Her new friends convinced her of the importance of education and helped 
her get a place at a girls’ private school in New York City. Mildred became an 
amazing scientist and went on to study physics at university.

As well as raising her four children, born between 1959 and 1964, she 
became a world-famous materials scientist, fondly known as the ‘Queen of 
Carbon’. She eventually became one of the first female professors at the 
prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Mildred received the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom in 2014 from President Obama, in recognition 
of her huge contribution to the world of science. She went to her lab every 
day until she was taken into hospital two weeks before her death in 2017.
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new materials from thin pieces of graphite (a form 
of carbon) alternated with other materials only one 
atom thick. Mildred repeated her tests to explore 
the electrical and thermal properties of these new 
materials and made some amazing discoveries.

Although her findings were very complex, what 
she had learnt about the new materials made them 
very useful in the development of new electrical 
technology. Her findings led to the invention of 
the Lithium-ion battery, a rechargeable battery 
used in most home electronics today. In fact, all of 
today’s electronic devices including smart phones, 
computers and renewable energy generators exist 
because of the work that Mildred did in developing 
new materials. She will also be remembered for 
the huge amount of work that she did to support 
female physics students to forge successful careers 
in physics.

Credit - Georgia Litwack
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Professor Dame Athene Donald

Athene first studied physics when she was about 
13 years old and became convinced it was what 
she wanted to do; physics made sense of the 
world for her and helped to answer the many 
questions she had. As a pupil at an all-girls 
grammar school in London she was never told 
physics was an odd thing for girls to do but when 
she arrived at Cambridge University in 1971 to 
study natural sciences (theoretical physics) she 
realised that not many other women studied 
physics. 

Athene completed her undergraduate degree 
and PhD at Cambridge, before moving to 
America to continue researching physics. She 
returned to Cambridge in 1981, where she 
worked in the Department of Materials Science 
and Metallurgy. In 1983, Athene joined the 
Cavendish Laboratory. 

Throughout her career, Athene used very 
powerful microscopes to make careful 
observations of the physical properties of soft 
matter. She was curious about soft materials 
and wondered about their properties.   

Dame Athene Donald is emeritus Professor of 
Experimental Physics at the Cavendish Laboratory in the 
University of Cambridge. The word emeritus means that 
although Athene is no longer working at the laboratory, 
her work was very important and is still remembered. 
Athene is currently Master of Churchill College at 
the University of Cambridge and is the first woman 
to hold this position. She is renowned for her work 
on soft matter physics, which has enhanced everyday 
understanding of living things, paint, plastics and food – 
including cheesy Wotsits! 
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Her findings were used to better understand 
living organisms and how they behaved. Athene 
became the first female professor in the physical 
sciences at Cambridge. She would carry out 
experiments, make accurate observations and 
measurements and communicate her findings in 
published reports so that other scientists could 
learn from her work. 

In 1999, Athene was elected as a Fellow of the 
Royal Society. Being a Royal Society Fellow means 
you are one of the most important scientists 
in the UK. In 2010, she was appointed a Dame 
Commander of the British Empire for Services to 
Physics – this is one of the highest honours the 
Queen can give. Throughout her distinguished 
scientific career, Athene has been a champion of 
women in science and works hard to make sure 
that women working and studying in science, 
technology, engineering and maths are treated 
fairly.
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Dr Willie Hobbs Moore

Dr Willie Hobbs Moore was born on the 23 May 1932 in 
Atlantic City, New Jersey. She is remembered for being the first 
African-American woman to gain a PhD degree in physics.

Willie had a long career as an engineer and worked for 
a number of different technology companies as well as 
the Ford Motor Company where she introduced efficient 
manufacturing methods from Japan. She passed away at 
the age of 60 after being diagnosed with cancer. Willie is 
remembered as a trailblazer, whose success in her studies and 
work help pave the way for those who came after her.
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Although Willie began university studying 
engineering, she later became a physicist with 
expertise in spectroscopy. Spectroscopy is a way of 
learning about matter and materials by sending 
light through them and analysing the spectrum of 
light that they emit. 

Willie tested many different materials for different 
reasons and in her tests she would make many 
careful measurements of the different colours of 
light. She would record her measurements and use 
them to draw graphs to look for patterns in the 
brightness of the different colours of light. Some 
materials would absorb light of certain colours and 
there would be gaps in their spectrum whereas 
some materials would emit more light of particular 
colours and have brighter lines in their spectrum.

Willie made discoveries about materials and wrote 
many articles that were published in scientific 
journals so that others could learn from her work. In 
her articles, Willie would describe methods she used 
in detail so others could repeat her work. She would 
also share the data she collected and the conclusions 
that she had drawn from analysing her data.

Later in her life, Willie had a change in career when 
she went to work as an executive for the Ford Motor 
Company. She researched the methods used for 
manufacturing cars by the Japanese motor industry 
and wrote a report about how they could be used 
to improve manufacturing in car factories in the US. 
Based on the research she did, Willie was able to 
improve the methods used in Ford factories to make 
cars.

Willie worked hard to support young people’s STEM 
education in schools and universities and every 
Saturday she would be a tutor at a community 
teaching programme called the African-American 
Academy where she would teach maths and science 
to students aged 10 to 18.
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Dr Claudia Alexander

Claudia was born in Canada in 1959. She 
was fascinated by physics and became 
a specialist in planetary science. Claudia 
worked for NASA for many years and was 
the project manager on NASA’s Galileo 
mission to Jupiter and the Rosetta mission 
to study comet Churyumov-Gerasimenko. 
Claudia died in California in 2015 after a 
10-year battle with breast cancer.
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After she left school, Claudia studied geophysics 
and space physics at the University of California. 
As part of her master’s degree she carried out an 
observing over time enquiry to see how the amount 
of ultraviolet light in the atmosphere of Venus 
varied over time. Every 11 years the Sun becomes 
very active with lots of sunspots and solar flares and 
then it becomes very inactive, this is called the solar 
cycle. Claudia carried out her enquiry to see if there 
were any changes in the atmosphere of Venus that 
followed the same pattern as the solar cycle. The 
data she used for her enquiry came from a space 
probe in orbit around Venus called Pioneer which 
had many sensors on it to take measurements of 
the planet’s atmosphere. Claudia carefully studied 
changes in data from the Sun and the Pioneer space 
probe over time and compared them to look for 
similarities and differences.

In 1986, Claudia went to work at NASA’s Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory and became project manager 
of the Galileo spacecraft mission to explore Jupiter, 
taking careful observations and measurements of 
the planet and its moons to send back to Earth. The 
mission discovered 21 new moons of Jupiter and 

detected that Ganymede, another moon of Jupiter, 
had an atmosphere. At the end of its mission, the 
spacecraft dived into Jupiter’s atmosphere to collect 
more data for scientists on Earth to analyse. As 
project manager, Claudia made sure that the mission 
was successful, collecting as much data as possible 
and sending it back to Earth for scientists to use in 
their enquiries, as they looked for patterns and drew 
conclusions.

In her last mission for NASA, Claudia was project 
scientist on the Rosetta mission in collaboration 
with the European Space Agency (ESA). The mission 
involved studying and landing on comet 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko. Claudia was responsible 
for three measuring instruments on the spacecraft 
that collected data such as temperature to send back 
to Earth. The mission was successful and the lander, 
Philae, landed on the comet in 2014 to send back the 
first images from the surface of a comet.

Claudia was a strong advocate for women and 
minorities in STEM through regular public speaking 
and mentoring young people to encourage their 
study of science.
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Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock

Maggie was born in London in 1968. She is a 
British space scientist and science educator who 
is well known for her role presenting the BBC 
television programme, The Sky at Night. As a 
child, she told her teacher that she wanted to 
be an astronaut but her teacher suggested that 
she try nursing instead. Pursuing her interests, 
Maggie has had a long career working on space 
science projects for industry, the government and 
universities.
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As a student at Imperial College London, Maggie 
studied physics and engineering and carried out 
research to find out how ultra-thin films could 
be used in measuring equipment to make careful 
observations and measurements of light. She tested 
measuring equipment to evaluate how well it 
worked and made changes to improve the design 
so that it could make more accurate measurements. 
As a result of her research and investigating, 
Maggie designed a really accurate measuring 
instrument that would be manufactured and sold 
to other scientists and engineers to improve the 
measurements they made in their investigations.

In 1997, Maggie worked for the UK Ministry of 
Defence to help them develop different types of 
measuring and detection equipment. One of the 
projects that she worked on was to develop a 
hand-held instrument that could detect landmines. 
This was a very valuable tool to help people find 
these dangerous, hidden explosive devices and 
make them safe. In this job she would use her 
physics knowledge and engineering skills to design 
the instruments and then test them carefully to 
evaluate how well they worked. The evaluations 

that Maggie made would help her and her team to 
make improvements so that the instrument would 
work better and keep people safe when doing this 
dangerous task.

Maggie became lead scientist for a company called 
Astrium where she was responsible for the measuring 
equipment that would go on the satellites that they 
made. She helped to make measuring instruments 
that could measure wind speed on special satellites 
that that were put in orbit around planet Earth to 
investigate climate change. The instruments that 
she made would make observations over time so 
that scientists could look for patterns in the wind 
speed data and use that data to develop a better 
understanding of climate change.

Maggie is also an inspirational science communicator 
and she shares her knowledge and enthusiasm 
through school visits, television programmes and the 
books she has written. She is committed to inspiring 
the next generation of astronauts, engineers and 
scientists and making sure that young people from all 
backgrounds see that science is for them.
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Dr Heather Williams

Heather was 15 when she first became interested in 
nuclear medicine during a school physics class. She 
was intrigued by the idea of putting radioactive 
materials inside people, which sounds like a bad 
idea but can actually help to make very ill people 
better. Nuclear medicine is used to diagnose and 
treat lots of diseases, including cancer. Heather is 
qualified as an NHS clinical scientist and works in a 
hospital, but she also does research and teaching.

Heather is a specialist in Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET), which can be used to make 
detailed images and take accurate measurements 
inside the human body. As a medical physicist, 
Heather checks the machines which produce the 
images and the software used to analyse the 
images to make sure they provide accurate pictures 
showing what is wrong with patients, what 
treatment is needed, and how well treatment is 
working. Medical physicists are also responsible for 
making sure radioactive materials are used in a way 
that keeps healthcare workers and patients safe. 

Medical imaging technology such as PET is getting 
more powerful and creating more detailed 
pictures. Although computer programmes and 

Dr Heather Williams is a medical physicist at the Christie 
Hospital in Manchester. She is a specialist in caring for 
patients with cancer and researching cancer treatments. 
Dr Williams studied physics and medical physics at 
university. She is also a founding director of ScienceGrrl 
– a group that is passionate about celebrating women in 
science and sharing their enthusiasm with others.
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artificial intelligence can help to understand 
the images, medical physicists like Heather are 
needed to interpret the details and can help 
improve treatments. Experts in this technology 
work alongside doctors, nurses, radiographers, 
pharmacists and other healthcare professionals in 
hospitals, sharing their specialist knowledge with 
lots of other experts to work out the best way of 
using technology to care for patients. 

As well as being a leading medical physicist, 
Heather is a passionate science communicator, 
sharing her expertise and enthusiasm for science 
to encourage others. In 2012, she helped to set up 
ScienceGrrl to encourage more girls and women 
to study and have careers in science, technology, 
engineering and maths (STEM). 

Heather celebrates and shares the work of women 
in science to help break down stereotypes that can 
make girls think that science is not for them. In 
2021, she received an MBE for her work to improve 
diversity and inclusion in science. This award 
recognises her amazing efforts and achievements; 
but she is still working hard – with others – to make 
sure that science really is for everyone.
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Dr Jessica Boland

Jessica is an expert in nanomaterials – these 
incredibly small materials can be as tiny as 1 
billionth of a metre! Nanomaterials are really 
important in computing, mobile phones, healthcare 
and security. Jessica and her team use a special type 
of infrared light, that can’t be seen with the human 
eye, to investigate nanomaterials. By carefully 
observing and measuring how this light travels 
through thin pieces of nanomaterials, Jessica 
can better understand the materials and their 
properties. 

Jessica is looking at amazing new materials and 
thinking about how we could use them in the 
future to improve the technology we rely on. As 
the components that are used in the electric circuits 
of computers and mobile phones get smaller, they 
produce more heat and use more power. The 
materials we are currently using to make these 
components will eventually be unsuitable. 

If we want to keep improving computers and 
mobile phones, we will need new materials. 
Jessica is curious and asks questions about the 
properties of newly discovered nanomaterials to 
see if they could be suitable. She plans and carries 

Jessica studied A-levels in Latin, French, German, maths, 
further maths and physics. She loved learning languages 
and was planning to study languages and classics at 
university until her maths teacher suggested she study 
physics. Jessica’s exam results were so good that the 
University of Exeter awarded her an academic scholarship 
to study physics. She graduated with a first class physics 
degree in 2013. Jessica is now a Lecturer of Functional 
Materials and Devices at the University of Manchester 
where she teaches and carries out research. 
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out enquiries to collect data. Jessica is in the early 
stages of her research. As she makes discoveries, she 
will share her findings so that other scientists can 
benefit from the conclusions that she draws and 
her new understanding of nanomaterials.

As well as the contributions that she makes to 
science with her research and teaching, Jessica is 
passionate about improving accessibility at the 
university for people with disabilities. Jessica was 
born with hearing loss and works hard to improve 
the lives of people who face similar challenges. She 
wasn’t given hearing aids until she was 14 and had 
relied on lip reading. At university, she admits she 
didn’t like being referred to as disabled but realised 
that she needed to talk about it to get the support 
she needed to succeed in her studies. 

Today, Jessica has funding from the government for 
someone to type everything that’s said at work. She 
has radio aids that go with her hearing aids and a 
microphone that is passed between students when 
they ask questions in her lectures. Jessica is now 
learning sign language. She promotes scientific 
signs on Twitter using #signscience.
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Dr Yolanda Ohene

Yolanda is a biophysicist which means she uses 
physics or physics techniques to investigate how 
living things work. She is a specialist in biomedical 
imaging – which means taking pictures of things 
inside of the body that you can’t usually see 
with your eyes; this is how she makes careful 
observations and measurements. The images 
she collects are shared with other scientists to 
communicate her findings.

Yolanda’s research involves analysing pictures 
created using a medical imaging technique 
known as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and 
developing new ways to image the brain. She uses 
the imaging techniques, mathematical modelling 
and computer analysis to look more closely at 
the brain to try and get a better understanding 
of how it works. Yolanda is investigating new 
MRI techniques to try to look more closely at 
the changes that happen in the brain if a person 
has Alzheimer’s disease. Alzheimer’s affects how 
the brain works and can change how someone 
remembers and understands things.

In 2019, Yolanda received a prestigious award for 
the development of a new MRI technique which 

Yolanda Ohene grew up in a small town in Derbyshire. 
After her A-levels, she studied for a degree in physics 
at Imperial College London and then a PhD in 
biomedical imaging at University College London. She 
is now a postdoctoral researcher at the University of 
Manchester. Yolanda is working with scientists from 
across the world and using physics to try to solve some 
of the most important healthcare problems.
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could help in the early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s. 
She is now working with leading biomedical 
scientists in New Zealand and America to see if this 
new imaging approach can be used to help people 
suffering from Alzheimer’s and other conditions 
that stop the brain working properly.

As well as being a talented physicist, Yolanda is 
passionate about communicating science to the 
public, she has appeared at lots of science festivals 
and on television to share her research and to 
inspire others. 

Yolanda wants to encourage people to build a 
better and more diverse physics community. In 
2017, she co-founded a network called Minorities 
in STEM to help connect, support and showcase 
Black and Minority Ethnicity (BME) individuals 
working and studying within STEM. Yolanda is 
also one of the founding members of The Blackett 
Lab Family (@blackettlabfam), a UK collective of 
Black physicists working to represent and inspire 
those who are science curious with Black heritage. 
Minorities in STEM and The Blackett Lab Family 
are working with other organisations and industry 
partners to help improve diversity in science.
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